NOTIFICATION

For


In cancellation of the announcement of the schedule for handing over the Part-I D. El. Ed Mark Sheets of the Session – 2018-2020 to the heads of the respective institutions, mentioned in our notification no. - 77/BPE/D.El.Ed./2020, dated-16/03/2020, this is to notify further for the heads of respective D. El. Ed institutions that fresh dates of such handing over of the D. El. Ed Mark-sheets will be announced shortly.

Till fresh schedule/dates to this effect is notified, no heads of D El Ed Institutes should come to the Board or send any person for this purpose.

All other things, mentioned in the said notification (77/BPE/D. El. Ed. /2020, dated-16/03/2020) shall remain unchanged and unaffected.

(Signed)
(Dr. R. C. Bagchi)
Secretary